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Abstract
Since the inception of the Blockchain in 2008, cryptocurrencies have grown in popularity
and are now used as a medium of trade by millions of individuals worldwide. Being a
good way to store wealth, these virtual currencies are backed by unbreakable
cryptography and are supported by a variety of groups. Caprice Finance seeks to build
the Caprice Finance Token in order to facilitate the user's nancial progress and to be the
best in the cryptocurrency eld, while also ensuring the token's long-term growth. We are
also striving to develop metaverse and NFT solutions so that crypto technology can be
put to better use and generate new sorts of value. Our mission is to extend the reach of
our breakthroughs across the globe.
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It is a rather usual mistake of con ating traditional nance's understanding of de ation
with that of cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrencies bene t from de ation, whereas traditional
nance sees it as a negative. De ation is a term used in conventional nance to describe
a drop in the value of an asset as a result of factors such as over-minting.
As time goes on, the market supply of a de ationary crypto shrinks. This parameter
signi es that users or our project's sta

will engage in activities that contribute to the

token's supply being reduced on the blockchain. Token burning is a popular method for
achieving this goal.
De ation in cryptocurrencies, as previously stated, mostly includes the burning of tokens
in circulation. Burning mechanisms on our platform include buyback and burn, as well as
transaction burning. The buyback mechanism entails the platform purchasing tokens from
holders and storing them in an inaccessible address. While, in terms of transactional
burning, a platform makes use of a smart contract that automatically burns a portion of
transaction costs. This process is very dependent of our platform's transaction volume
(the more transactions, the more tokens are burned)

Caprice Finance Token
The Caprice Finance Token is a multi-chain (ETH,BSC and POLYGON networks)
cryptocurrency that aims to develop metaverse and NFT solutions in order to maximise
the use of crypto technology and generate new forms of value. As said previously the
token's nature will be de ationary, which means that every time you make a transaction,
Caprice Finance Token will burn a portion of the transfer value. As a result, there will be
reduce in the total supply and raise in the token’s value!
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NFT
NFTs or non-fungible tokens are a unique identi er that can be used to assign and
establish ownership of digital assets through cryptography.Since 2014, NFTs have been
garnering a lot of attention because they've become an increasingly popular method of
purchasing and selling digital artwork. The uniqueness of NFTs is ensured by their secure
recording on a blockchain. NFTs can also be di cult to alter or counterfeit thanks to this
new technology.

Fungibility as an economic principle is divided into two categories

Fungibility

Non-fungible assets: The NFTs
are in this category or in other
words, each token is unique and
does not have the same value as
other comparable tokens.

Fungible assets:It's easy to
exchange them because their
value doesn't depend on how
unique they are.

The economic idea of fungibility (table above) is essential for understanding NFTs.
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Caprice Finance NFT Platform
Without a doubt, the NFT Marketplace is a vital component of our community. With your
help, we're building the nest NFT Marketplace.
We are pleased to inform that our NFT Marketplace in the near future will accept new
NFTs for integration. When you will integrate an NFT into the Caprice Finance platform,
the NFT Vault will produce a token address for you automatically based on the network
being used. Additionally, you will have an opportunity to verify, exchange, or burn your
NFT.
$CFT tokens will be used to gain access to additional services and content.

If you own NFT

If you create NFT

It is impenetrable to any attempt at
manipulation.

You are the one who establishes the
scarcity.

You'll have no trouble verifying your
ownership of it.

You can easily establish your authorship.

You can keep it inde nitely.

You can earn royalties on each sale.

You can sell it, which may result in resale
royalties for the original inventor.

You can sell it.
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The Caprice Finance Bridge
A bridge is a group of smart contracts that enables the exchange of data and transactions
between multiple blockchains. Typically, you can access a bridge via a web application.
You can establish a connection between your wallet and the web application and then
initiate a transaction. The Caprice Finance Token will be linked to the Ethereum, Binance
Smart Chain, and Polygon networks via the Caprice Finance Bridge. Depending on the
networks involved, there may be a minor price for bridging to cover inherent network
transaction costs.
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Caprice Finance Airdrop
We've devised a new method for accumulating $CFT tokens on the side. As many people
as possible will be able to bene t from Caprice Finance thanks to the airdrop technique.
Existing Caprice Finance token holders gain a 2% transaction fee on all network
transactions. If you keep the $CFT tokens in your wallet, you will receive additional
tokens. Each transaction increases the value of your Caprice Finance Token.
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Yield Farming
There are several ways to generate interest on a cryptocurrency portfolio in the crypto
market. Yield farming is becoming a very commonly used approach of supplementing
one's primary income for crypto a cionados. It entails lending or staking your crypto
coins or tokens in exchange for fees or interest on transactions.

How does it work?
Liquidity providers (LPs) are encouraged by yield farming protocols to stake or lock up
their crypto assets in a liquidity pool based on smart contracts. Transaction fees, interest
from lenders, or a governance token can all be used as incentives. It is stated as an
annual rate of return (APY). The value of the issued returns decreases in direct proportion
to the increase in the pool of available liquidity.

What is APY in Yield Farming?
Most protocols and platforms, as well as yield farmers, evaluate returns in terms of annual
percentage yields (APY). The annual percentage yield (APY) on a certain investment is the
amount of money investors earn over the course of a year. The annual percentage yield
(APY) takes into account the compounding interest that is calculated on a regular basis
and applied to the principal.
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Tokenomics
The Caprice Finance Token is developed to work with a variety of di erent blockchains.
Each of the blockchains on which Caprice Finance operates has a distinct value
proposition, which enables the Caprice Finance ecosystem to expand and prosper.

Protocol

Ticker

Binance Smart Chain

$CFT

Ethereum

$CFT

Polygon

$CFT

Contact Adress

Token name:

Caprice Finance

Token symbol:

$CFT

Total supply:

99,000,000,000 $CFT

Total pre-sale:

34,650,000,000 $CFT

Caprice Finance Team will shortly provide a pre-sale vesting schedule to ensure the
stability and value of your $CFT tokens. We aspire to have your long-term trust and
con dence in us as our prime motivation.
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Token Distribution and
Transaction Fee’s
Description:

Share:

Distribution

50%

Pre-Sale

35%

Team Funds

5%

Bridge Reserve

5%

NFT Platform

2,5%

Marketing

2,5%

TAX 4% :
Finance Airdrop 2%
De ection 2%

2,5%
2,5%
5%
5%

50%

35%
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Roadmap
Phase 1:
I. Team Formation
II. Caprice Finance Website is live
III. Pre-Sale
IV. Social Media Awareness
V. Airdrop
VI. Audit Report

Phase 2:
I. PANCAKESWAP listing
II. Coinmarketcap & Coingecko listing

Phase 3:
I. CEX listing
II. NFT marketplace
III. Be listed on over 25 exchanges
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Social Media
Join our community and see why so many people trust Caprice Finance.

Social Media:

Link:

Twitter

https://twitter.com/CAPRICEFINANCE_io

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/CAPRICEFINANCE

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/caprice nance.io

Telegram Announcements

https://t.me/CAPRICEFINANCEOFFICIAL

Please, avoid scammers acting as o cial Caprice Finance Token social media and
false Caprice Finance Token Telegram channels!
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Disclaimer
This whitepaper is being distributed solely for informational reasons and does not
constitute an o er or investment advice of any kind. Signi cant portions of this
whitepaper may change as the project progresses.

Caprice Finance makes no representation, warranty, or assurance to any entity or
person in any form, including any representation, warranty, or assurance about the
truth, accuracy, or completeness of any of the information contained in this
whitepaper.

Caprice Finance and its team are not liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential, or other losses of any kind.

$CFT tokens are intended for use by anyone with minimum a basic understanding
of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or
other relevant token storage methods, blockchain technology, and smart contract
technology.

Any information or representation not contained in this whitepaper about the
Caprice Finance, its business and operations, $CFT tokens, the $CFT token sale and
underlying assets has not been authorised and should not be relied upon as having
been authorised by Caprice Finance.

Caprice Finance will not be held accountable for an individual's use of Caprice
Finance nancial platforms from a country/region where the $CFT token or the use
of blockchain technology is forbidden.
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It is imperative that anybody considering purchasing Caprice Finance Tokens do
their thorough research on the risks and uncertainties about the company, its
business activities, the $CFT tokens, and any underlying assets detailed in this
whitepaper before making a purchase. The Caprice Finance's business,

nancial

condition, results of operations, and prospects could be adversely a ected if any of
these risks and uncertainties materialises into actual events. It's possible that you'll
lose some or all of the $CFT tokens' value if this happens.

There will be a schedule for pre-sale vesting.
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